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Composition Studio Recital

November 8, 2015
8:00 p.m.
Harper Hall
Ataraxis 2.3
Jacob Fernandez, bassoon
Isaac Mayhew, electronics

Little Bird
Casey Burgess, voice
Craig Jordan, piano

“The Arab from Alexandria” from Three Places in NoVa
Sean Jobes, euphonium
Derrick Hahn, piano

Nuage Amorphe
Rachael Teller, violin
Katie Weers, violin
Nathaniel Sattler, viola
David Sieracki, cello

Distorted Thinking
Garrett Evans, soprano saxophone
Colin Parsons, baritone saxophone
Nicoletta Pignatello, horn in f
Byrn Rourke, horn in f
Emma Jensen, horn in f
John “Gunslinger” O’Niell, horn in f

Eloisa to Abelard, Part I
Sarah Coffman, soprano
Clio Briggs, soprano
Annie Mercado, soprano
Nicki Puskar, soprano
Lauren Vanderlinden, alto
Sam Stone, alto
Madeleine Moran, alto
Lorna Stephens, alto
Sofie Yang, violin
Kyle Stalsberg, viola
Dominic Ellis, conductor

Many thanks to Professors Carl Rath and Matt Michelic for their coaching time and support.